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	Text1p3: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2p3: Ms. Cooper'sArt Chronicle
	Text3p3: Upcoming Events
	Text3ap3: Check out these great art websites with your child!WebsitesMetropolitan Museum: http://www.metmuseum.orgCleveland Museum of Art: http://www.clemusart.comNational Gallery of Art:http://www.nga.govKids Zone:http://www.nga.gov/kids/zone/zone.html
	Text4p3:  GRADES K-1
	Text4ap3: Grade K is learning that sculpture occupies space and has three-dimensional form. Using pinching and rolling techniques, students are creating pinch pots. Students will be exploring collage as they create their own textured papers, experiment with placement of shapes, composition, pre-cut and torn paper, layering, and overlapping to create unique collages. Grade 1 is exploring the difference between form and shape. Students will create a clay sculpture/pinch pot to demonstrate form. They will be using rolling and pinching techniques while exploring making textures such as rough, scratchy, and smooth.
	Text5p3:  GRADES 2 & 3
	Text5ap3: Grade 2 is exploring how artists tell stories through their artwork. Students will create a family portrait collage that demonstrates experimentation with tearing paper, cutting organic and geometric shapes in a variety of sizes, arranging and placing shapes, and expressive use of colored paper to represent a subject. Author and illustrator Faith Ringhold will be our inspiration. Grade 3 will explore sculpture as they create clay forms that demonstrate texture, additive and subtractive techniques, and pinching and coiling techniques. Pablo Picasso will be our inspiration. 
	Text6p3:  GRADES 4 & 5
	Text6ap3: Grade 4 students will explore the work of artist John James Audubon and Charlie Harper as they create a collage that demonstrates control of overlapping shapes to show depth, ability to choose papers to represent actual textures, and inventive use of positive and negative space. Grade 5 students will interpret artistic images by using critical thinking skills. Students will create a metal relief mask inspired by the artwork of Mayan and Aztec artists of ancient times.
	Text7p3: Notes From The Teacher
	Text7ap3: P.S. 174's online art museum at www.Artsonia.com showcases our students outstanding work. Please show your support and love by browsing the site, leaving a comment, and/or becoming a fan for a student.   


